
 

 

LO: I can identify some key elements 
of Drum and Bass and can use these 
elements to compose a backing beat 
in this style 

 

Leicester-Shire Music Hub  

Drumbot Sequence Lesson (KS3) 

Written by Bradley Smith   

Drumbot Sequence is a free browser based music program that requires no install to run. Go to 

https://www.drumbot.com/projects/sequence/ to access this software. The only caveat is that you must ensure 

your internet browser is running Flash permissions (this will often be prompted when you go to the sheep 

beats page). Google Chrome is a reliable internet browser to use when using Flash music programs.  

Disclaimer: Leicester-Shire Music Service can take no responsibility for how this software / website may 

impact a computer system. 

Outcome Follow on lesson ideas for Drumbot Sequence 

 Extended compositions could be made where new sections are created. 

Discuss the use of “half time” drum rhythms in Drum and Bass and how 

to compose these using software like Drumbot Sequence (To do this, 

place a kick drum on the 1st beat of the bar and a snare drum on the 3rd 

beat of the bar. This will help to create a breakdown / change of pace in 

the arrangement, allowing for a feeling of suspense or build up to be 

created). 

 Ahead of the lesson, pick out several Drum and Bass songs from 

YouTube and find their approximate BPM. Allow pupils to listen to one 

of the songs, paying special attention to the drums and percussion, and 

then challenge the pupils to recreate the rhythms in Drumbot 

Sequence.   

 Ahead of the lesson, compose several simple Drum and Bass style bars 

of drums using no more than three samples to create each one (kick, 

snare, hi-hat). Have these bounced down as audio files for the pupils to 

listen to. Then, for each one of these rhythms, give pupils access to the 

session save file but ensure that one element of the rhythm has been 

removed (either the kick, snare or hi-hat notation). Challenge the pupils 

to use their ear and understanding of rhythm to try and notate back in 

the missing rhythm.   

 

 

 

https://www.drumbot.com/projects/sequence/


 

 
 

In this unit, children will explore pitch through singing 

nursery rhymes, using their voice, using tuned and un-tuned 

instruments and creating simple graphic scores to support 

creating simple compositions. Throughout the unit, children 

will be developing their skills to communicate their thoughts 

and feelings about the music they are creating and listening to.   

 

Drumbot Sequence – Lesson Plan 
Written by Bradley Smith  

 
 

 

LO: I can identify some key elements of Drum and Bass and can use these elements to compose a backing beat in this style 

Starter and input Plenary 
https://www.slideshare.net/secret/kTZP6VOPiJs7tT  
Go to the above link for the lesson slides.  
Teacher to watch short guidance video on slide 5, 
demonstrating how to use the software, how to save 
sessions and how to bounce down pupil’s work to audio 
(to be watched ahead of lesson). 
Go to slide 7 to discuss and explain the learning 
outcome and learning journey elements of the lesson. 
Go to slide 8. Ask pupils if they have heard of Drum and 
Bass music before? Can they name any Drum and Bass 
songs or artists? Watch the youtube link for an example 
of a Drum and Bass song for a few minutes or so. Play it 
again and ask the pupils to listen closely to the drum 
beat that comes in at around 54 seconds.  
Ask question: What is the BPM (beats per minute) of this 
song? Allow discussion with a partner. Take answers. 
(This song is playing at 180 beats per minute). 
  

Once pupils have had time to compose their own Drum and 
Bass inspired drum rhythms, allow them time to share them 
with a partner.  
Ask each pupil to discuss and appraise their partner’s piece 
againse the success criteria.  
Play some of the pieces to the whole and appraise. 
If there is time left, discuss the use of dynamics in terms of the 
mix of the song. Does one of the samples sound too loud 
compared to the rest of the drums? 

 

Resources 

Computer suite for class (one each or one between two). 
Lesson slides (Link shown in start / input box) 
Access to Drumbot Sequence software (Teacher to check 
ahead of lesson) 
Access to Slide Share website to access PowerPoint 

Activities 
Go to slide 9 – Explain some other features of Drum and Bass, reading through the slide. Discuss the meaning of 
syncopation and how Drum and Bass beats are normally quite “busy”, with lots of percussion and quick rhtyhms being 
played to help maintain the sense of pace and energy. After this, watch the video that explains the key features of 
Drumbot Sequence and how to use it. After watching the clip, allow pupils to explore the software themselves and 
feedback their thoughts and findings. 
Go to slide 10 – Play the video that explains how to compose a generic Drum and Bass style drum beat. Run through the 
success criteria on the slide and ask the pupils to create their own Drum and Bass style backing beat 4 bar section. See 
success criteria below: 

 Set the bpm to approximately 160-180bpm 

 Kick drum on the 1st beat and a snare on the 2nd and 4th beats.  

 Add in some hi-hats 

 Create an AAAB 4 bar piece with something exciting happening in the B bar to help mark the end of a 4 bar 
section.  

 For extra challenge, some of you might be asked to explore using 2 kick drums and 2 snare drums for variety.  

  

 

 

https://www.slideshare.net/secret/kTZP6VOPiJs7tT

